In the current COVID19 crisis many national healthcare systems are confronted with an acute shortage of tests for confirming SARS-CoV-2 infections. For low overall infection levels in the population, pooling of samples can drastically amplify the testing efficiency. Here we present a formula to estimate the optimal pooling size, the efficiency gain (tested persons per test), and the expected upper bound of missed infections in the pooled testing, all as a function of the populationwide infection levels and the false negative/positive rates of the currently used PCR tests. Assuming an infection level of 0.1 % and a false negative rate of 2 %, the optimal pool size is about 32, the efficiency gain is about 15 tested persons per test. For an infection level of 1 % the optimal pool size is 11, the efficiency gain is 5.1 tested persons per test. For an infection level of 10 % the optimal pool size reduces to about 4, the efficiency gain is about 1.7 tested persons per test. For infection levels of 30 % and higher there is no more benefit from pooling. To see to what extent replicates of the pooled tests improve the estimate of the maximal number of missed infections, we present all results for 1, 3, and 5 replicates.
INTRODUCTION
We briefly analyse how pooled testing increases the efficiency of virus testing, given that only a limited number of tests is available. The idea is to pool samples taken from several subjects and test the combined sample with a single test. If the test is negative all subjects are negative. If the test is positive all individuals are tested to find the infected ones. The idea was recently suggested by Dina Berenbaum of the Technion Israel Institute of Technology [1] and has been implemented at the Rambam Medical Center and the Technion in Haifa, who invite other hospitals to follow their example [2] . Initial tests there indicate that pooling works for the SARS-CoV-2. It was suggested that up to 32-maybe even 64-people could be tested with a single test, which could help to significantly reduce the efforts of mass testing at hospitals and airports.
Here we contribute an estimation of the benefits of such pooling strategies and the optimal pooling size. The optimal size depends on the fraction of infected in the population and the rates of false positives and false negatives of the tests in use. We provide a formula for the optimal pooling size, the effective number of tested persons per test, and the false negatives for the pooled test. Our conclusion is that given current infection levels (as of March 21, 2020) the pooling size should be smaller than the suggested 32-64.
MODEL
We assume that • a fraction λ of infected people in the population,
• tests have a false positive rate of γ + and a false negative rate of γ − . We assume that testing a pooled sample does not change the false positive and false negative rates of the test,
• we pool samples into groups of size ω,
• to control false negatives we take r replicates of the pooled test. We then apply a majority rule, meaning that if the majority of the r replicates are positive, the pooled sample is declared positive,
• if the pooled test is positive we test each individual in the group separately.
Under these assumptions we compute
• the optimal group size, ω opt
• the effective number of persons that can be tested with one test, P P T (persons per test), and
• an estimate for the upper bound for the fraction of infected individuals that are missed by the pooled testing procedure (applied to the population). We call it the false negative factor for pooled testing and denote it by F N P T . We also compute the false negative rate, F N R, of pooled testing, which is the fraction of infected individuals the pooled test will miss.
We call a group positive if at least one of its members is positive. The probability of a group to be positive is
(1)
Because of false positives and false negatives, tests will be positive in ( decrease the chances to capture a true positive but only decrease the efficiency in using the available tests. More importantly, tests will miss positive individuals in pγ − cases on average. Hence, the probability, P + , that a test shows positive is
To see how replicates effect the false negatives of the pooled test we take r replications and then apply the majority rule. The probability P * + that the majority of r replicates identifies the group as positive becomes
The expected number of tests per person, Q, is therefore
and the persons per test is simply, P P T = 1/Q. Similarly, we can compute an upper bound for the expected number of cases that we miss in pooled testing, F N P T . It is expressed as the expected number of missed infections per tested person (not per tested infected person). If we assume that a group is positive and we test it, then we miss it when the majority rule gives us a negative, which happens, when in the majority of cases we get a false negative. We therefore get that
with
Note that the expected maximal number of missed infections, F N P T , must not be confused with the expected false negative rate, F N R = γ * − + (1 − γ * − )γ − ∼ 2γ − , which is the average number of individuals one expects to miss in pooled testing on average per infected person 1 . If there are no biases or correlations within or between groups, we get that the number of missed infections will be λ F N R ∼ 2γ − λ, which does not depend on the pooling size. The advantage of F N P T over F N R is that in testings of biased groups one can be confronted with correlated cases with an increased chance of multiple infections within a group, w.r.t. the entire population. F N P T therefore captures this situation by considering the upper bound rather than the average. It can be easily checked that F N P T is proportional to ω λ F N R.
RESULTS
Results for the optimal pooling size, ω opt , and persons per test, P P T , are shown in Fig. 1 (a) for a populationwide infection level of 1 %. In Fig. 1 (b) the increase of F N P T with pooling size is seen. Here we use a false negative rate of γ − = 0.02 and a false positive rate of γ + = 0.0012, which are sensible estimates for PCR tests that are currently used in Austria (as of March 20) [3] . We show the case for r = 1, 3, and 5 replicates for the pooled test in blue, red, and orange, respectively.
In Fig. 2 (a) we see the optimal pool size, ω opt , as a function of the infection level of the population. The inset shows the case for low infection levels between 0 and 3 %. The case for r = 1, 3, and 5 replicates is shown in blue, red, and orange, respectively. Figure 2 (b) shows the optimal efficiency gain of persons per test, P P T , with an inset for small infection levels. Figure  2 (c) gives F N P T for the pooled testing. It is clearly visible that taking more than one replicates does practically not improve the situation (lower F N P T ). Note that the zigzag of the curve comes from discrete jumps of the pooling sizes.
We computed the same values for a false negative rate of γ − = 0.05. The results for ω opt and P P T practically do not change, however, in this scenario, the F N P T approximately doubles for all infection levels.
CONCLUSIONS
• The optimal pool size and efficiency of pooling strongly depends on the infection level of the population. Let's assume the simplest case of only one test (1 replicate). From Fig. 2 (a) and (b) we read off that for an infection level of 0.1 %, the optimal pool size is about 32, the efficiency gain is about 15 tested persons per test. For an infection level of 1 %, the optimal pool size is 11, the efficiency gain is about 5 fold. For an infection level of 10 %, the optimal pool size is reduced to 4, the efficiency gain is a factor of 1.7. For infection levels of 15 % this factor drops below 1.5 and the optimal pooling size becomes 3. This size of 3 remains the optimal pooling size up to infection levels of 29 % where the efficiency drops to 1.1. From infection levels of 30 % and larger pooled testing ceases to be effective.
• Replicates should help to lower the false negative factor for the pooled strategy, F N P T . In fact, this is only warranted for infection levels larger than 2 %. Overall, the use of more than one replicate is clearly not indicated. We estimate that for one replicate at an infection level of 0.1 % we will miss about 1 case in 800 (0.13 %) at most. At 1 % we will maximally miss about 1 case in every 241 pooled tests (0.41 %); see also Fig. (1) (b) . Finally, F N P T does not depend strongly on the number of replicates, while optimal pool size depends strongly on the number of replicates. F N P T increases with the false negative rates of the test, γ − .
Let us emphasize that a pooling strategy is most powerful for population-wide screening, for example at airports. To use them for highly biased samples, e.g. for samples from patients showing symptoms, will obviously be much less effective.
EXAMPLE
We finish with a practical example. For Austria, a country with slightly less than 10 million inhabitants an actual infection level of 0.1 % would indicate an optimal pool size of 32. For a level of 1 % it would be 11. Assuming the true number of infected to be somewhere between 10,000 and 100,000 this would mean a reasonable choice of pooling sizes of about 20. This number is definitively lower than the suggested sizes reported in [1, 2]. The expected gain would be about a factor of 10. The use of 1 replicate is indicated.
